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In an increasingly hyperconnected world, it’s increasingly 

difficult for organisations to get a clear overview of their 

complex IT ecosystems and extended supply chains. Making it 

ever harder to monitor your changing external exposure and 

identify associated threats.
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How 
exposed is 
your 
perimeter & 
your 
partners?
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This can result in you and your supply chain vendors being exposed to a rapidly 

evolving cyber threat landscape where the threat actors are always pushing to be one 

step ahead, and becoming ever more advanced.

Governments and standards organisations are also imposing increasingly stringent data 

privacy and security mandates, with organisations being held accountable not only for 

their own compliance but also that of their supply chain and business partners.

In the face of such challenges, how do you:

• Get a simple but tangible view of how exposed your organisation looks to external 

threat actors and the wider digital world?

• Contextualise and prioritise exposure and vulnerabilities based on threats?

• Know when you are ahead of your competitors?

• Communicate this complexity to your executives, stakeholders and boards, ensuring 

easy understanding of posture, position & response?
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How it works

You will receive an easy-to-understand, 

contextualised report aligned to your industry 

and business. Using industry trusted, 

transparent ratings it will offer an attack 

surface exposure view of your internet 

perimeter, clearly showing your business’s 

current exposure profile, highlight specific 

areas for improvement and provide a 

comparison of your business posture compared 

to other businesses in the same industry.

Our security experts will map these against the 

MITRE framework, then walk you through the 

key report findings and give you immediate 

feedback on critical issues and suggest any 

quick fixes.



Making 
the 
invisible 
visible.
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✓ Compliance with Board Level Evidence - with increasingly stringent regulations 

Boards need confidence that risks are visible & managed.

✓ Evolving internet threats – Awareness of changing threat landscape, especially 

involving 3rd parties.

✓ Third-party & Fourth-party Risk Management - assess security posture & 

exposure associated with your supply chain & partners.

✓ Limited Visibility of External Exposure - difficulty gaining a clear view of your 

external attack surface.

✓ Continuous IT Changes & Rise of Shadow IT - speed of agile change and 

Cloud, growth in Shadow IT.

✓ Maturity & Competitor Comparison - gain confidence with a view of your 

maturity and that of your competitors.

Mitigate Common Challenges



Making 
the 
invisible 
visible.
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The Solution

Our Cybersecurity Posture Evaluation provides you with 

visibility of the information your organisation is exposing 

to the internet as its attack surface, along with 

intelligence about your business from the dark web. 

Its comprehensive data provides insight into aspects such as 

security posture, supply chains, patching cadence and peer 

posture comparison, offering replicable, scalable and 

actionable insights into cybersecurity threats that may 

remain hidden in complex IT ecosystems.



Security Scorecard is the global leader in 

cybersecurity risk ratings, trusted by over 25,000 

organisations across more than 64 countries and 

offering the industry’s most expansive data set: 

• Over 12 million companies monitored 

continuously

• Over 50 billion vulnerabilities and attributions 

published weekly

• More than 10 million infected IPs and 200 

malware families identified daily.

It has also been recognised as a leader in 

cybersecurity risk ratings by the Forrester New Wav: 

Cybersecurity Risk Rating Platforms, Q1 2021 report 

and earned a prestigious Differentiated Rating

(the highest possible), based on evaluation criteria 

ranging from data accuracy to commercial strategy.
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NTT DATA’s innovative security experts 

and cutting-edge technologies offer a 

comprehensive range of services, 

encompassing strategy and technical 

consulting, security measure 

implementation and managed security 

services. 

NTT DATA has global experience working across all 

industries, providing security consulting, engineering and 

managed and product solutions that align with our clients’ 

business goals and meet all their speed, cost, quality and 

regulatory needs. Our strategic network of Security 

Operations Centres (SOCs) and local delivery footprints 

allow us to leverage the following global capabilities: 

• $1.7B of security services delivered to our clients 

• The worlds second largest Managed Security 

Services provider

• Over 5500 information & cyber security 

professionals

• Recognised as one the world’s leading IT service 

providers

• 45% of the world’s internet traffic is served by NTT

• Established in 50 countries

• $19B annual revenue

• $3.6B annual R&D investment

• Over 120,000 employees worldwide
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contact-security-ukire@nttdata.com

A Best-of-Breed 

Partnership: 

NTT DATA and 

Security Scorecard

Why NTT DATA
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NTT DATA has teamed up with Security Scorecard 

to create the Cybersecurity Posture Evaluation. 

As leaders in our respective fields, we can offer you 

Security Scorecard’s global-leading cybersecurity 

ratings combined with NTT DATA’s unrivalled 

security and threat intelligence expertise.

No Systems Integration Required

As well as offering your comprehensive 

cybersecurity report at an unbeatable price, our 

Cybersecurity Posture Evaluation also provides 

access to our NTT DATA security experts. During a 

monthly, 45-minute one-to-one consultation, they will 

guide you through your report, flagging any potential 

risks and highlighting areas for improvement.

Drawing on our client-first values, our SMEs will also 

take questions and guide your business on your 

unique path to an improved security posture.

Data Points

and Scoring

Reporting 

Structure

Key Use Cases 

& Visibility

Value Add

Packaged 

Service 

Offerings

Managed Service

(12 months)

One Off Report

Maturity and Industry Comparison

Complimentary 

Report 
(limited availability)

• Exposed IP addressing

• Network security

• DNS health 

• Patching cadence

• Endpoint security

• IP reputation

• Application security

• Cubit score

• Hacker chatter

• Information leak

• Social engineering 

• Industry-focused threat 

intelligence

• As per Managed Service

• Monthly executive summary

• Monthly compliance analysis

• Monthly vulnerability analysis

• Monthly threat analysis

• Monthly priority recommendations

• Historical trending & change

• Executive summary

• Compliance analysis

• Vulnerability analysis

• Threat analysis

• Priority recommendations

• Executive summary

• Compliance analysis

• Vulnerability analysis

• Threat analysis

• Priority 

recommendations

• NED, board & shareholder relevant insights 

• Executive & asset owner exposure information

• Actionable operational data for SOC’s & NOC’s

• Informed supply chain teams or competitor 

benchmark

• Exposed shadow IT activity / unauthorised change 

over time 

• Report with client & industry context – defined by 

Security SMEs

• Access to security subject mater expert

• Easy-to-understand report scoring

• Meaningful & specific metrics and analytics

• Exposure metric based on vulnerability & threat

• Historical audit logs showing progress over time

• NED, board & 

shareholder relevant 

insights 

• Executive & asset owner 

exposure information

• Actionable operational 

data for SOCs & NOCs

• Report with client & industry context 

– written by an SME, not auto-run

• Easy-to-understand report scoring

• Meaningful & specific metrics and 

analytics

• Exposure metric based on 

vulnerability & threat

• SME written report with 

industry context

• Easy-to-understand 

report scoring

• Meaningful & specific 

metrics and analytics

• Exposure metric based 

on vulnerability & threat
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• As per Managed Service

• NED, board & shareholder relevant 

insights 

• Executive & Asset owner exposure 

information

• Actionable operational data for 

SOCs & NOCs

• Informed supply chain teams or 

competitor benchmark
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* Terms & conditions apply

Once you've received your complimentary report, 

simply choose from one of our packages

contact-security-ukire@nttdata.com



To receive your complimentary report, just book a 45-minute consultation with one of our Cybersecurity Consultants. But hurry, this is 

strictly limited, offer ends on 30/11/2022

Please contact one of our colleagues below soon.

Email: contact-security-ukire@nttdata.com

Website: A stronger security posture starts here | NTT DATA
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Get your complimentary

security report before 

your board does.

mailto:contact-security-ukire@nttdata.com
https://uk.nttdata.com/security-scorecard

